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Introduction

Hypothesis
The size of the duration difference between a singleton and its geminate
counterpart reflects the amount of lexical work the contrast has to do

Method

Method: Examined three languages (and growing) in a meta-study.
Phonetic data: Extracted duration measurements from phonetic
studies
Lexicon data: Data-mined electronic lexicons and quantified
functional load



Geminate:Non-Geminate Ratios

Geminate-Singleton metric

Duration: a universal attribute, whereas others (e.g. phonation)
may be language–specific (Esposito and Di Benedetto, 1999)
Geminate:Non-Geminate Ratio (G:NG) – a durational ratio, used
extensively as a (default) metric of geminate-singleton contrasts
But which durational attributes should be chosen?



Calculation of G:NG ratios

Main durational attributes (Ridouane, 2010)

1 Closure duration – all languages (Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996,
p.92)

2 Voice onset time (VOT) – Cypriot Greek, Moroccan Arabic,. . .
3 Preceding vowel duration – Bengali, Buginese, Italian,. . .

Calculating G:NG ratios

All studies use closure duration, some with VOT included
Rarely include preceding vowel duration, although
there is an a priori reason to do so: quantity/isochrony



Indeterminacies

G:NG is known to vary considerably, varying from 1.5:1 to 3:1
(Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996, p.92)
What contributes to the indeterminacies?

Examples

VOT inclusion
Quantity-sensitivity
Isolated words vs. carrier sentences
Pre-/post-/unstressed
(Non-)nuclear accent in intonation of carrier
Nonce vs. real words



Towards a solution

We need a way of resolving the indeterminacies of G:NG ratios

An ideal metric

Independent (not exclusive to gemination)
Robust to linguistic contrasts
Be flexible enough to accommodate language-specific effects

⇒ Functional Load
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Functional Load

Lexicon ⇋ Phonetics ⇋ Inventory

Functional Load is known to be a robust predictor of contrast
preservation (Wedel, Jackson, and Kaplan, 2013; Surendran and
Niyogi, 2006)
Quantifies the amount of lexical work a given contrast does
We apply it to geminate-singleton contrasts



Estimating Functional Load
Methodological advances and the availability of electronic lexicons
make it easier than before to examine the role of the lexicon in
phonological contrasts
An information-theoretic method (Shannon, 1948)
Assumes a language to consist of a sequence of units
The entropy, a measure of uncertainty, of each unit could be
subsequently computed – intuitively the more unpredictable a unit
is, the more information H it contains.
The sequence, L, carries the amount of information, H
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Plan for today
Model fitting

1 Examine three languages (Cypriot Greek, Italian and Hindi) in turn
using two kinds of correlations between FL and G:NG:
(a) Pearson’s r and (b) Kendall τ rank correlation

2 While varying:
(a) Exclusion of potential outliers
(b) Inclusion of preceding vowels
(c) Inclusion of VOT

3 The goodness of fit between FL and G:NG provides a guide for
identifying some of the indeterminacies

4 Analyse all the languages together with other predictors, using
Random Forest analysis



Cypriot Greek

Phonetic data

Arvaniti and Tserdanelis (2000)
Liquids:/l r/ Nasals:/m n/ Fric:/S s/ Affric:/tS/ Stops:/p t k/
Environment: V_V

Lexicon data

Electronic modern dictionary (16700 types, pruned rare/extinct
words) (Themistocleous et al., 2012)
Parsed: Rule-based conversions of transcription to phonemes
Unit: Lemma



Cypriot Greek: In search of the best model

Arvaniti and Tserdanelis (2000)

Identify and include/exclude outliers
We would expect the goodness of fit to increase with the exclusion
of outliers
CC
C vs. V 1CC

V 1C
vs. V 1CC CC

V 1C C
“Vowels tended to be shorter before geminates, but the effect was
not consistent either within, or across speakers and consonant
types.”
We would expect that including the preceding vowel in the G:NG
ratio should make little difference to its correlation with FL
Need to take account of VOT



Cypriot Greek: In search of the best model
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Cypriot Greek: In search of the best model

Identifying Outliers

Visualisation of G:NG ratio (CC
C ) by FL

/r/ appeared to be an outlier
Possibly due to its manner contrast: trill [r] vs. tap [R] (Payne,
2005)



Cypriot Greek: In Search of the Best Model

Outliers × preceding vowel × VOT

VOT (0%) VOT (50%) VOT (100%)
Outliers Include V1 r τ r τ r τ

C(C) 0.52(.) 0.52(*) 0.49(.) 0.48(*) 0.45(.) 0.39(.)
- V1 0.15 0.07 N/A N/A N/A N/A

V1+C(C) 0.39 0.07 0.30 0.07 0.20 -0.07
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Cypriot Greek: In Search of the Best Model

Interim Conclusion
The FL test suggests:

/r/ is indeed an outlier – need special treatment
Exclusion of the vowel preceding CC

C
Exclusion of VOT



Italian

Phonetic data

Payne (2005), Esposito and Di Benedetto (1999), Mattei and
Di Benedetto (2000)
Liquids: /l/ Nasals:/m n/ Fric:/f/ Stops:/p t k b d g/
Environment: V_V

Lexicon data

Text corpus (130M tokens, 170k types) (Crepaldi et al., 2013)
Parsed: G2P conversion (Jiampojamarn, Kondrak, and Sherif, 2007)
using Phonitalia (Goslin, Galluzzi, and Romani, 2013).
Unit: Forms or Lemma



Italian: Inclusion of preceding vowel

Esposito and Di Benedetto (1999)

“the significant lengthening of consonant was only partially
compensated by the shortening of the previous vowel”
We would expect that including the preceding vowel in the G:NG
ratio should make only a small improvement to its correlation with
FL



Italian: Inclusion of preceding vowel
Esposito and Di Benedetto (1999)

Stops:/p t k b d g/
Nearly perfect correlation with FL by including the preceding vowel
in the G:NG ratio (r = 0.9, τ = 0.87)
Our FL test suggests that the partial compensation in fact plays a
significant role in the contrast (cf. Cypriot Greek)

CC
C

V 1CC
V 1C

V 1CC CC
V 1C C

r 0.2018 -0.2411 0.9260
p-value (1-tailed) 0.3507 0.6773 0.0040(**)

τ 0.2 -0.3333 0.8667
p-value (1-tailed) 0.3597 0.8639 0.0083(**)



Italian: Inclusion of preceding vowel



Length/weight in Italian

Italian usually described as having quantity-determined stress
- All stressed syllables are heavy
- All heavy syllables are stressed

Locus of the length contrast
- The FL results support the view that the locus is larger than the

phoneme (either C, as suggested by the orthography, or V)
- Rather it is VC

The duration information signalling the length contrast is
distributed over two syllables

- VV.C (e.g. fa:to ‘fate’)
- VC.C (e.g. fat:o ‘fact’)

The domain of length is contained within the trochaic foot



Hindi

Phonetic data

Ohala and Ohala (1992)
Liquids:/l/ Nasals:/n/ Fric:/s/ Affric:/tS dZ/ Stops:/p k t” d” ú t”h úh/
Environment: V_V

Lexicon data

Hindi Wiki (Wikipedia, 2014)
Parsed: Reddy and Sharoff (2011)
Unit: Forms or Lemma



Hindi

Preliminary Results
The FL test suggests:

Inclusion of the preceding vowel V 1CC CC
V 1C C

Exclusion of /t”h úh tS/
Possibly due to the inclusion of 50% VOT by Ohala and Ohala
(1992). By comparing unaspirated stops with aspirated stops, they
calibrated that 50% VOT belongs to the following vowel, assuming
its intrinsic vowel duration remains unaffected by the preceding
consonant



Locus of contrasts

Perceptual cues (Ham, 2001)

Ratio calculated using V-C sequence served as a reliable cue to the
consonant quantity when the preceding vowel duration is
phonologically/phonetically conditioned to cue the contrast.

✓ Swiss German – Long vowels may not precede geminates
✓ Bernese – Open syllable shortening (Seiler, 2005)
× Hungarian



Locus of contrasts

Functional Load

✓ Italian
✓ Hindi – only peripheral/short vowels /@ I U/ before geminates
× Cypriot Greek



The importance of FL

“Perhaps the G:NG ratio pattern can be captured by other
predictors?”

“Is FL really needed after you take into account, e.g.
manner/sonority, voice or place?”

Let’s subject all three languages to a meta-analysis including additional
predictors



The importance of FL

Random Forest analysis

Since we have a relatively small amount of data, and a lot of
parametric assumptions are violated, regression models are not
appropriate.
⇒ Random Forest
Relative importance of predictors (conditional) (Tagliamonte and
Baayen, 2012)
No parametric assumptions
By trial and error, establish whether a variable is a useful predictor



The importance of FL

Predictors

Functional Load
Manner or Sonority (cf. Spencer, 1996; Aoyama and Reid, 2006)
[Liquids > Nasals > Fricatives/Affricates > Stops]
Place (Coronal, Labial, Dorsal)
Voice (Voiced/Voiceless)
Languages, studies, segments



The importance of FL

Random Forest analysis

log(FL) (ranked 2nd after study) – basically the best!
Manner (3rd), voice (4th)
Place, languages and segments are relatively unimportant



The importance of FL



Methodological conclusions

The geminate-singleton phonetic patterns are surprisingly robust,
even with a few speakers and minimal pairs
The locus of the length contrast varies across languages
Our FL test is not limited to well-resourced languages. As
suggested by our Cypriot Greek case study, a dictionary with
obsolete words pruned by native speakers can be sufficient



Methodological conclusions

Preceding vowel duration needs to be taken into account. In
Cypriot Greek, CC

C gives the best fit while in Italian and Hindi, it
was V 1CC CC

V 1C C
The role of VOT needs to be evaluated. In Cypriot Greek, the
exclusion of VOT gives a better fit. In Hindi, the discrepant
behaviour of aspirated stops is likely due to the inclusion of 50% of
VOT
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